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About This Game

"An awakening wrapped in self-discovery"

GAMEPLAY

The Song of Seven is a single player third-person adventure game.

NARRATIVE

- This game definitely has sheep

- Also has at least one old man

- Adventure around the world of Pria, solve some tricky puzzles.

COMPANY

Enlightened Games is dedicated to creating a thoughtful, enriching, positive interactive experience for our players. Like a novel
or film - we truly believe games can add value to our lives by overcoming obstacles, using intellect, and creating emotional

connections. We respect our players intelligence and know everyone is capable of learning organically through the experience.
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the song of seven overture

I can't continue it's too boring. The story starts off good, but the location is very dull, the gameplay is too tedious, too many
things that can be clicked on but serve no purpose and instead of having one key to back out you have to mouse down to the
bottom right corner to click the [X]

Every

Single

Time, again and again again and again again and again again and again again and again again and again.

1/10. Very interesting game. It's gott a little bit of everything in it, even though its a puzzle type game, but hey, I would
recomend it as something different to play.. Short:
Too pricey for an airport database with something added that feels like "what-if" - trial for landing and departure.

Long:
Yes, yes - this is a SIM. I get it. And it is maybe quite accurate when it comes to airport data base data.
However:
a) I could not find any type of real traffic. So, only the Airport basis may be accurate.
At least with scenarios, the game can somewhat emulate real traffic like here: 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/270830\/discussions\/0\/619574421615322074\/
b) This "game" runs almost by itself as if the simlated world was perfect with perfect pilots and weather conditions.
There is no real challenge - except make the settings harder or chose "Rush Hour" as increasingly hard mode.
c) The interface (click-and-drop + Mousewheel) removes the tension by making communication too easy.
d) GUI lables with randomly changing font sizes on Win 8.1
However, http:\/\/www.microsoft.com\/surface\/en-us\/support\/apps-and-windows-store\/app-display-issues --> "Disable
display scaling on high DPI settings" should do the trick
e) No active Steam Forum support - to me it appears that the game is more of a hobby-project than a professional product by a
game development studio. Keeping this in mind makes the poor support somewhat bearable.

All other statements about this game may be accureate (see reviews below) - but for a casual ATC gamer ("Air Traffic
Controller 3", "Tower! 2011", "atc-sim.com") that seeks for some challange, this game is not worth the high price.

I would be happy to see some improvements on the actual game mechanics so I can change my assessment.

Just to make it clear:
The game has quite some potential and I enjoy arcading with it a lot.
But it is too arcady to be a sim and to simplistic to be an arcade like I am ATC3 or Tower!2011
But with a few tweaks, the game could be a real good sim.
Price tag however, is still too high.. New update to review, changing to negative. It's been two years and devs have not added any
of the things they said they were going to add to the game like sounds, changing the player sprite depending on your armour and
weapon or removing the "popout menus" when you find something on the ground. Game has major, major interface problems
and is user unfriendly. Devs promised things and then didn't deliver. Game has been left to rot on steam for years. I regret
buying it for full price at launch to support it.

original review:
---------------------------------------------------------------

At first I had a negative review but I changed it to positive because I have started to have a lot of fun with the game. There are
problems with it though:

1. no sound
2. sprites are not too good and less readable I think than ASCII
3. MAJOR every time you are at the start of your turn on a square with an object on it the game brings up a menu to make you
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select between ignoring the object or picking it up, reading it etc. depending on what it is. You can just move or take an action
rather than have to actually press the button to ignore the object but it's still annoying.
4. You get HP back when resting or moving but there's no rest until healed button. Instead the closest you have is to do 99.
which is 9 then 9 then 5 on numeric keypad which rests you for 99 turns. You will have to do this several times to get your hp
back though and it takes AGES.
5. There seems to be no fast travel or auto travel of any kind, it's just you and the movement keys, held down if you want to risk
it.

There is a version of the game called Nlarn which is free. It runs in the console and has ASCII graphics but in most ways is
more usable than this version.

I'm still leaving a positive review though because I am having fun playing this version and I'm trying to trust the developers to
iron out the problems.

The free version at http:\/\/nlarn.sourceforge.net\/
http:\/\/sourceforge.net\/projects\/nlarn\/files\/nlarn\/0.7.2\/

Screenshot in town http:\/\/i.imgur.com\/CP7zC8W.png
Screenshot on level 1 of dungeon http:\/\/i.imgur.com\/wNpRDDl.png. I enjoy this game for the soul purpose of doing
something with someone. It's a pretty good game for it being early access. You have to mess around with the graphics a bit just
to get the right FPS. I bought it for myself as well as 2 of my cloest friends, we're enjoying it so far, Achievement hunting type
of game too.

GET IT IN THE HOLE. I could not get past the video options screen (running Windows 8) because the button to accept my
changes (I assume) was offscreen.

When I launched the game in its standard mode, I received an error and it crashed.

Too bad.. Very fun and challenging!
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I really wanna play this game and like it but whenever i play a sprint race the game likes to freeze whenever it wants... Please
dev's if you are reading this is there any way to fix this???????! cuz i cant progress at all due to these F****** crashes....

Will change review if it's fixed. As a whole the package is a failure. There are a great number of resources, but those resources
in many cases are small variations of the same item. As an example you have a spinning item. Each of the images of the
spinning item are individual images, but also available in a PSD file (Crysyal Gems). This increases the overall number of
images in the set inflating the number dramatically. The Crystal Gems are nearly 1500 images in all.
Even the items I would find use for are useless to me becuase of the size of the original images. You can only shrink an image
so much before it no longer becomes useful.
If I were making a top down tank shooter or space arcade game (over 3,000 ship parts) then this set would certainly be useful,
but as is I believe the bundle is trying to be too much, to too many at one time. Attempting to cater to many but serving very
few.. I'd like to start by pointing out that the official game description is entirely honest and clear, you know. This game actually
is a game that entirely focuses on the themes of mystery and curiosity. And it does them if not perfect justice, at least a great
service. The audio, the visuals, the presentation are impeccable and are exactly what I'd want from such a game. But here's the
thing, I love the genre of mystery and those themes and so for me it was something I've long yearned for. Something that
focuses specifically on evoking the sense of mystery. There's no real horror here, there's no real investigation either. There is no
grand story either (as far as I'm aware), true to its theme the game gives you a very much intentionally vague and 'unfinished'
narrative. If you come expecting any of those things, or indeed any other things you're likely to be disappointed. Heck, you
might be disappointed even if you come expecting a great mystery game. It's not the best mystery game possible. But it's pretty
damn pleasant. And considering I can't even think of any single game that gives mystery the first priority to this extent on Steam,
heck yes, I can recommend this to anybody else who values the feeling of mystery. It's a very pleasant very short very focused very
atmospheric experience. If all that is worth the price or not is obviously up to you.. 1. I just want to start off by saying i really did
try like this game after a few hours but after playing this game for over 10 hours it just got really repetitive and boring. 2. spoiler
alert, i did'nt like how some quests can only be done by doing other peoples quests too finish the first quest. 3. this is the reason i
stopped playing "spoiler alert" i didnt like the 4 boss's you had to kill or you and your ally's were done for, for me thats not really
fun being timed in a RPG game.. A small puzzle game involving throwing balls at blocks in order to break all of them. Various
mechanics are added as you go along. It takes only about 2 hours to beat it, but given its price, it is worth it.
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